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Building
Canadian Cheer Scoring Specific  School:
1.
No Stunt Quantity
2.
Utilizes all star prep difficulty grid, with top score of 5.0. No elite skills required.

Canadian Cheer Scoring Specific  Worlds:
1.
If the skill meets and exceeds the listed requirement in the “Elite” definition, the skill will
be counted.
Ex: Listed: 1 ½ up to extended body position  includes 1.5 twist at extended to
extended body position
Ex: Released inversion from prep level or above to extended body position 
 L6 may also twist
All Star Scoring Clarifications:
Level 4:
1. Switch up to extended body position that does not start on the ground will be considered elite.
Tic Tocs: Replacement of the foot, weight stays centered.
Coed:
1. Defined coed style: 1 base directly under the stunt and facing forward. See definition of Toss
and Walkin on the “Clarifications” document on our website.
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Twisting Skills/Elite Skills
1. As long as twisting/flow of stunt into body position is continuous and simultaneous it can be
evaluated as elite.
But, if it is twisting/pulling slowly then this is reflected in Technique with supporting comments.
2. Simultaneous vs connected skills.
Ex: L2 inversion to prep 1 leg then immediate turn  would not receive credit
3. Twisting Skills vs Turning Skills  the top must do some part of the twist. If she does not move
independently from the bases, it is a turning skill and does not satisfy the twisting definition.
4. Twisting dismounts or tosses that have an incomplete twist and land in prone (face down) do
not receive difficulty scores.

Safety Deductions:
Will Follow the USASF Guidelines:
No Deduction:
 All skills performed are legal
 If a team has a submitted IASF legally approved video of the skill performed the
same way at competition as they do on the approved video
Warning: (*There must be a legal version for comparison)
 If less than a majority of groups (up to 50%) perform a skill illegally (see chart)
 In pyramids, “majority” is defined by the number of groups performing the
illegal skill not the total number of groups in a pyramid
 If a team has a submitted IASF legally approved video of the skill performed the
same way at competition but the skill is now illegal
 If a team has a submitted IASF legally approved video of the skill performed and
the IASF video ruling is incorrect
 The skill performed is unclear for the judges (judges discretion)
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Minor Deduction: (50% of Full Deduction Value)
 Tumbling, General Safety and Image Policy violations
 MultiPerformance Note below
Deduction:
 If majority of groups (more than 50%) perform a skill illegally
 If only one group, performs a particular skill and it is illegal
 IE L2: One toss group performs a pike toss in the opening during tumbling
 Time Limit Violation
Multiday /Multi Performance Events
* Where scores from each performance are a portion of the total event score*
Note:
If an illegal skill is missed on Performance 1, and done again on Performance 2, the
penalty will be assessed to the Performance 1 score. Performance 1 score is equivalent
to the lowest weighted/percentage when possible.
Note:
If a skill is warned on Performance 1 and all groups are not fixed on Performance 2 a
Minor Deduction will be assessed.
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National Championship  Grand Champions:
Due to the multiple hall and panel scheduling of Nationals, some levels are split across
2 panels of judges. CE adjudication and scoring coordinators will take the highest score
in each level from both panels and utilize the judges opinions to award the Grand
Champion for the level in these instances.

